water policy group

The Water Policy Group (WPG) is a new facility for
governments, international bodies and initiatives to easily
access high-level expertise and mobilise global partners.
The Group is currently in its inception phase and will
become fully operational in 2019.

WHY WAS THE GROUP ESTABLISHED?
Governments, international bodies, global
initiatives and water-related organisations
all face existing and evolving policy
challenges to deliver on water objectives.
The issues are specific to the prevailing
operating conditions, typically with political,
economic, social and environmental
dimensions.
Water leaders aspiring to deliver solutions
to populations and stakeholders must
constantly be seeking to ensure access
to the best possible capabilities for policy
advice and for developing strategic
partnerships.

A unique feature of the Water Policy
Group is that it is comprised only of
experienced water leaders who have been
decision-makers and trusted advisers
within governments and international
bodies handling complex water policy and
strategy.
Members of the Water Policy Group
understand real world challenges, and
have the high-level experience, policy
understanding and global connections to
help you achieve improved outcomes.
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WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN WPG AND OTHER
EXPERT ORGANISATIONS?

WHAT WE DO
The Water Policy Group augments expertise
and policy capacity for governments and
global influencers on water policy options,
implementation strategies, frameworks,
and agendas.
The Group does this by providing expertise
and capacity through its members. Every
member of the WPG is a professional with
substantial high-level experience, extensive
networks, influence, and knowledge.
The Group can provide support through
its individual members and by mobilising
several members to rapidly extend impact,
knowledge and outreach.
Being independent and autonomous, the
Water Policy Group adds agility, speed and
flexibility to your implementation needs.
The Water Policy Group can be a catalysing
agent for cooperation with members’
personalised networks of global and
national water stakeholders as well as with
their communications and media outreach
that they can mobilize according to your
policy needs.
Ethical, professional and trusted, the
members of the Water Policy Group have
the common goal that their knowledge,
networks and experience can help achieve
the sustainable development of water
resources.

The Water Policy Group is not an
incorporated body and is not seeking to
maximise its reach and influence. Its only
aim is to help you achieve your water
objectives. Its members use their extensive
experience, knowledge and networks to
provide professional, confidential, and
independent services.
Water Policy Group members all have
direct leadership experience, knowledge
and networks that can be mobilised for
your needs. Clients engaging Water Policy
Group members can be assured of having
access to ‘lived experience’ in handling
similar issues to those they face.

WHO DO WE WORK WITH?
Governments, public bodies, international
organisations, global initiatives and waterrelated entities who are seeking better
water outcomes by augmenting their
capabilities with independent high-level
experience, knowledge and networks.

WHERE DO WE WORK?
Members are of several nationalities, and
based in their home cities. They will be
available to work anywhere by agreement
with clients.

CONTACT

info@waterpolicygroup.com

waterpolicygroup.com

